HELP US SAY YES. EXPANDED FACILITIES MEAN EXPANDED OPPORTUNITIES.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES: $58M

We currently have excellent facilities at UNC Kenan-Flagler. However, since we moved from Carroll Hall to the McColl Building in the late 1990s, we have grown a great deal. In this decade alone, we will double our student body. We want to grow even more to provide access to a great business education to as many deserving students as possible.

The number of applications from qualified, promising students is rising. Making innovative business education more accessible to those who are leading transformation demands more space and physical improvements to our campus buildings.

Our plan is to raise the funds for a new, additional building near McColl Building and upgrade all our facilities to increase access, solve existing space constraints and take full advantage of transformational technologies.

Help us to provide a UNC Kenan-Flagler education to more aspiring students through your support. Join our efforts to construct another building and improve technology and access to all our facilities, allowing more great students to become UNC Kenan-Flagler alumni and outstanding leaders.

“The most difficult week of the year for me is when we turn away undergraduates who want to come to the Business School because we don’t have the space.”

- Doug Shackelford, Dean